CONTESTED AND MISUNDERSTOOD: The value of privacy and data protection for sex workers
European Sex Workers’ Rights Alliance (ESWA) is a sex worker-led network proudly representing more than 100 organisations in 30 countries across Europe and Central Asia. Our aim is to ensure that all sex worker voices are heard and that their human, health and labour rights are recognised and protected. With our actions and approach inspired by our membership community, we work to build a strong, vibrant and sustainable network that mobilises national, regional and international advocacy activity that moves us towards long-term, systemic change.
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Introduction

This paper is the second in a series of resources developed by the European Sex Workers’ Rights Alliance (ESWA) as part of its Digital Rights programme that explores the intersecting issues of sex work and digital rights.

The concept of privacy has been changeable over time, and across different cultures, and its importance amplified by technological innovations and an increasingly digitised world. Today, retaining privacy is an increasingly hard-fought battle both for and between individuals and governments. While privacy should be considered crucial for the health, safety and general wellbeing of all individuals and society, the importance of accessing privacy rises considerably for marginalised communities such as sex workers who develop well-thought strategies in order to protect their identity in online and offline settings. Privacy-enhancing strategies help sex workers to work safer, establish boundaries, maintain a work-life balance, and navigate the risks posed by the stigma and criminalisation of sex work. Privacy, therefore, acts as a protective barrier for sex workers whose work is criminalised at varying levels. However, in recent years data collection from sex workers by governments and companies has been steadily increasing (Statista, 2022) as digital technologies become more widespread in every part of life, particularly within health, migration, policing and welfare, to name a few. Moreover, the data collected is being used to maximise corporate profit, or as a surveillance tool weaponised against the most marginalised populations in society. This growing importance of data collection for companies and governments prompted some to claim that ‘data is the new oil’, pointing at the potential of data to be transformed into political and economic power and to be used to establish further control over people and nations (Marcin, 2020).

Sex workers are especially vulnerable to increased data collection by various public and private bodies such as health and social services, online platforms and governments. In the face of this intensified data collection, sex workers’ privacy is being eroded, and the safety barriers and strategies they have developed are failing. In addition to increased data collection, new national and European laws and regulations that undermine and attack citizens’ right to privacy are being drafted with a lack of engagement and consultation with impacted communities. In this paper, we first examine the literature on the concept of privacy and highlight its purpose and its importance in sex workers’ lives. We then analyse the result of the qualitative data collected from sex workers through focus group consultations ESWA held in 2022, to explore the importance and the place of privacy in sex workers’ lives, as well as to identify the needs and demands of the sex worker community. Lastly, we set out our recommendations to relevant stakeholders to address the issues outlined throughout this paper.
Overview

In this section, we first explore some of the relevant academic literature on the topic of privacy and data protection. We will then provide examples of recent national and international developments and trends that impact sex workers’ privacy in negative ways.

Privacy is a heavily contested concept, and today often encompasses complex individual needs, societal safety, and crime prevention. Privacy is a social norm and its meaning and place are therefore subject to change over time and across different cultures. While this makes a universal definition of privacy challenging, the global expansion of capitalism and the widespread acceptance of liberalism helped form today’s dominant conception of privacy, especially in western democracies. According to scholar Daniel Solove, ‘traditional liberalism often views privacy as a right possessed by individuals’ and privacy is often understood as ‘keeping secrets’ (Solove, 2015). Therefore, privacy is seen as beneficial only for individuals, and individuals pursue a desired level of privacy despite public interest considerations such as free speech, national security or efficient industrial/economic transactions. This limited and individualistic framing of privacy leads to harmful consequences due to its implications in policymaking, where the right to privacy is often pitted against common good considerations and eventually undervalued, losing the conflict in this ‘utilitarian balancing’ (Solove, 2015). For example, CCTV cameras are increasingly deployed in public spaces in many countries, claiming that they offer protection from terrorism and other crimes by heightened surveillance even though many argue that they are detrimental to the right to privacy of individuals (IFSEC, 2021). However, Solove argues that privacy does not benefit only individuals but it has a social value and can be used to further the common good and protect democracy. A society where privacy is not protected would suffocate its citizens, who need to wind down and recharge without being subjected to non-stop observation and control by companies, the state, or other people. Therefore, privacy is useful and essential for creating and maintaining a healthy society. To Solove, privacy is not just about keeping secrets but also about confidentiality and individuals having control over data flows (Solove, 2015).

On the other hand, Christian Fuchs argues that privacy can also do harm, especially under capitalism, if the right to privacy is applied only to the rich and powerful by protecting their financial privacy; as with Switzerland’s anonymised banking system, for example. This capitalist design of privacy enables tax evasion by corporations and billionaires while contributing to the wealth gap, as well as undermining the privacy of individuals whose personal data is gathered for capital gains (e.g. targeted advertising) or for states to exert power, especially
on marginalised populations (Guardian, 2021). Fuchs further argues, in what he defines as the ‘social concept of privacy’, that ‘privacy rights should be differentiated based on the position of people and groups in the power structure’, and ‘economic privacy should be understood as undesirable in the case of rich and big companies but as desirable in which it tries to protect citizens, workers, and consumers from corporate surveillance’ (Fuchs, 2012). For sex workers, a social conception of privacy would mean that they should be granted sufficient levels of privacy due to their vulnerability (stemming from stigma and criminalisation) to human rights violations. Meanwhile, certain public and private actors’ privacy would be reduced to enhance broader social transparency and accountability.

The right to privacy of individuals is protected by law to varying extents in countries in Europe and Central Asia. This right is outlined in the Charter of Fundamental Human Rights of the European Union (declared in 2000 and came into force in 2009), which defines important personal freedoms and rights of EU citizens. Article 7 of the Charter reads, ‘Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home and communications’, while Article 8 focuses specifically on the protection of personal data (Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, 2012). Data protection laws have been enacted in Europe since the 1970s, and most of the work focused on national data protection norms in these early years. In 1995, the European Union passed legislation directing its members to enact specific data protection norms; however, the issue of data protection was still seen as a national issue due to restrictions keeping the movement of data within national borders. This changed with an increase in transnational and cross-border data flows, amplifying the need for a more homogenous European data protection regime, especially after 2005 (Mayer-Schönberger, 1997). In order to harmonise data privacy laws and set standards for data protection in the European Union, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was introduced in 2018, which ‘lays down rules relating to the protection of natural persons with regards to the processing of personal data and rules relating to the free movement of personal data’ (GDPR Archives, n.d.). With GDPR, persons were given new rights, including the right to transparency, the right to access information, the right to rectification, the right to erasure, the right to restriction of processing, the right to object, and the right not to be subject to automated decision-making. Processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs or trade union membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric data to uniquely identify a natural person, data concerning health or a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation is prohibited (unless explicit consent is given). Moreover, data minimisation (collecting only the data needed for a task) is encouraged within Article 25, which defines data protection by design and default (Art. 25 GDPR, n.d.).

However, GDPR and most national laws have significant limitations in addressing the specific needs of marginalised communities, who have been increasingly framed as ‘vulnerable data subjects’ in recent years by some scholars.
(Bracken-Roche et al., 2017). Although GDPR acknowledges that some individuals are more vulnerable to data collection and processing due to structural disadvantages such as being migrant and racialised, it primarily focuses on the protection of children and individuals with certain disabilities (Malgieri & Niklas, 2020). As a result, GDPR largely fails to adopt a more layered approach to data protection and, as such, neglects to address the specific needs of many other vulnerable groups and lower the barriers preventing them from fully exercising their data rights. The data subject rights defined in GDPR are not always equally accessible to populations such as sex workers who are heavily stigmatised and, in most national contexts, criminalised; they are therefore unable to pursue their rights as data subjects. Other barriers to sex workers accessing and exercising their data rights are lack of digital or general literacy, poverty, financial hardship, and language barriers for migrant sex workers.

Despite GDPR and additional data protection regulations at national and regional levels, sex workers’ privacy is under heavy assault today. The potential threats to sex workers’ privacy, vis-à-vis their health, safety and general wellbeing, come from various actors, including governments, the private sector, and individuals. Technological advances have made data collection and processing easy, and improper and inefficient government regulations enable increased data collection and processing worldwide, making it standard practice. Moreover, governments have also jumped on the bandwagon of data collection and have been funding the development of surveillance technologies such as facial recognition and other ‘smart policing’ tools, utilising them as a way of spying on their citizens and exercising control and power.

Although in the mainstream media, government use of surveillance technologies is often associated with countries like China (and other authoritarian nations), the reality is that western liberal democracies like France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and the U.K. are also enthusiastic adopters of such tools, which they regularly import from the U.S. and China, the two major suppliers of Artificial Intelligence (AI) surveillance technologies in the world. In fact, a 2019 report found that 51 per cent of ‘advanced democracies’ heavily deploy AI surveillance systems, predominantly at borders and in big cities (Feldstein, 2019). For example, in the U.K., the Metropolitan Police of London (amongst many other police forces in the country) has been investing heavily in facial recognition cameras in recent years (Wired, 2021), prompting protests and online campaigns by human rights organisations and activists calling for such tools and practices to be banned due to their colossal negative impact on human rights of marginalised communities (especially those who are racialised) (Big Brother Watch, n.d.; European digital Rights, 2020). Similarly, in Marseille, France’s second biggest city, President Emmanuel Macron gave the green light in 2021 to
deploy five hundred additional CCTV cameras in and around neighbourhoods with higher numbers of migrant populations, the majority of whom are racialised (MIT Technology Review, 2022). A 2021 report commissioned by the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament found that the police in Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia, and the Netherlands already employ biometric identification technologies like facial recognition. Countries like Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia, Portugal, Romania, Spain, and Sweden also have plans to follow this trend in the coming years (Greens/EFA, 2021).

In addition, police forces in Europe are increasingly adopting AI tools to make predictions for future offences and crime with skewed and biased data based on the profiles of past offenders. Such data is tainted and reflects the historically racist police forces’ hostile attitude towards over-policed populations such as migrants, racialised people, and those in poverty. The results produced by predictive policing tools tend to further criminalise these marginalised groups (Fair Trials, 2021).

In many countries in Europe and Central Asia, government investments in surveillance technologies increased considerably, especially after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic (Barriga et al., 2020; European Digital Rights, 2021). Some countries like Hungary and Russia saw the global pandemic as an opportunity to expand their collection of spyware and surveillance tools, as well as their deployment with the said purpose of imposing lockdown restrictions more effectively (Human Rights Watch, 2020); however, the hardware and software purchased during the first two years of the pandemic are here to stay even after the pandemic restrictions have been lifted, presenting an ever-growing danger to the privacy of citizens, especially marginalised communities (Roth et al., 2020; The Century Foundation, 2017).

Sex workers also experience intrusive data collection practices by online platforms, especially from adult sexual service platforms, where they frequently advertise their services, get in contact with clients and generate income through the tools these platforms provide. Some platforms operate within national borders, and others, such as OnlyFans, operate globally. For sex workers, the importance of online platforms in generating income increased substantially, especially during and after the COVID-19 pandemic, where lockdown restrictions and the risk of infection meant the closure of traditional workplaces such as saunas, massage parlours, clubs and brothels, and a resultant increase in digitally mediated sex work (European Sex Workers’ Rights Alliance, 2021). Platforms such as OnlyFans profited massively from this trend, only to close their doors to sex workers in an attempt to ban sexually explicit content in the middle of the pandemic, a decision that was met with backlash from their userbase as well as from sex workers’ allies and was overturned later on (Bloomberg, 2021; European Sex Workers’ Rights Alliance, 2021; Scarlett, 2021). Sex workers are also much more dependent on some online platforms due to their dominance in their national markets, which grants them monopolistic power (for example, Adultwork in the U.K.) (Aydinalp, 2022). While these platforms provide a digital infrastructure that enables sex
workers to work in different ways, they can also harm sex workers due to a complete lack of consideration of their health and safety and consultation with sex workers when designing their functions and adopting their policies (Hamilton & Barakat & Redmiles, 2022). For example, the vast majority of online platforms collect massive amounts of highly sensitive data from sex workers as a precondition for accessing the platforms. Sex workers are asked to submit a copy of their passport and national identity cards, adult consent forms and multiple selfies for age verification purposes; in some cases, even biometric verification is needed. Sex workers who surrender their data have no bargaining power over the amount and type of data they wish to surrender, and data processing operates under opaque conditions.

Such intrusive data collection practices skyrocketed, especially after the 2018 ‘anti-trafficking’ law FOSTA/SESTA in the U.S. (Decriminalise Sex Work, n.d.) and other similar national legislations passed that made online platforms liable for user-generated content. As a reaction to these laws, many platforms purged their spaces of sex workers while countless others were forced to shut down altogether, contributing to the shrinking of safer online spaces for sex workers (Blunt & Wolf, 2020; Chamberlain, 2018). While de-platforming sex workers was the standard response amongst general purpose platforms, adult services platforms reacted by adopting ever stricter and intrusive data collection and processing practices to avoid being shut down or persecuted by the laws that conflate sex work and trafficking. Moreover, harmful data collection practices are still enabled and encouraged by states as well as the European Commission, as in the case of the proposed amendments for the Digital Services Act (DSA), which was finalised and accepted by the European Parliament in 2022. One specific amendment (24b), proposed by the Greens/EFA, sought to bring mandatory cell phone and email registration for adult content creators on online platforms primarily used to distribute pornographic content to tackle image-based sexual violence. However, this amendment was eventually rejected after ESWA, its members, and other civil society organisations advocated against it due to its potential to harm already vulnerable sex workers (European Sex Workers’ Rights Alliance, 2022; Netzpolitik, 2022).

---

**BIOMETRIC VERIFICATION**

Some biological traits make it possible to uniquely identify individuals. Some examples of biometric verification methods are facial recognition, voice recognition, iris and retina pattern recognition and fingerprints.
Amendment 24b was yet another example of the problematic techno-solutionism plaguing policymaking. Complex structural issues such as gender-based violence, including image-based sexual violence, need structural solutions and long-term holistic approaches that address the root causes of these issues. They cannot be fixed with technological band-aids. Non-consensual sharing of sensitive images occurs on every platform online, and the phenomenon is not exclusive to porn platforms; 24b was therefore a stigmatising and discriminatory proposal against sex workers, as well as inadequate at effectively addressing this important societal issue (Netzpolitik, 2022). Another significant result of techno-solutionism and not meaningfully consulting sex workers when making policies is once again further promoting data collection and processing from sex workers, which severely impacts their online and offline safety and health by diminishing their control over their data and exposing them to privacy threats due to possible data leaks. A chilling real-life example that clearly demonstrates the danger of data leaks and their consequences is the infamous eros.com raids. Eros.com is a sexual services advertisement platform based in the U.S. that still exists today and is used by many sex workers. However, in 2017, the Department of Homeland Security raided the platform’s headquarters and seized the ID copies of sex workers from all over the world (although predominantly of those who were in the U.S.). This was a nightmare scenario for all sex workers due to the criminalisation and stigma of sex work; however, the threat was much bigger for (undocumented) migrants and racialised sex workers (Aydinalp, 2022; Reason, 2017; Tits and Sass, 2017).

TECHNO-SOLUTIONISM

Attempt to use technology as a shortcut to solve a complex societal problem that normally requires long-term planning, democratic conversation and structural changes.

Techno-solutionism and the problems it creates are also apparent in the fight against human trafficking, where corporations, with the support of governments, develop AI software that claims to identify potential victims of human trafficking for sexual exploitation. Such software mainly works by analysing existing police data from former trafficking victims and calculating the probability of persons being trafficked based on similarities between the police data and the persons. For example, many of these tools are used to scan through thousands of ads placed by sex workers on advertisement platforms online, using facial recognition technologies as well as other methods and identify individuals that are likely to be victims of trafficking (7wData, 2019; Futurism, 2018; MIT News, 2021). However, according to this software, the potential signs of trafficking can be the existence of a tattoo, the way the person poses in the pictures they upload or the amount of time a profile stays online, making such data biased and unreliable. Moreover, through the use of such technologies, vast amounts of highly sensitive
data from sex workers’ ads are scraped and processed daily. Although such tools are hailed by the companies that develop them as well as some police forces that claim to have increased the accuracy of locating victims of trafficking, new evidence shows their inability to both identify and help potential victims (Bhalerao et al., 2022). In addition, their potential impact on the sex workers’ right to privacy is also completely ignored, which is exacerbated by the conflation of sex work and trafficking (Global Network of Sex Work Projects, 2021; The Tartan, 2019).

National governments have also drafted similar laws that enable harmful data collection practices. For example, in 2020 French parliament passed an amendment that sought to restrict young people’s access to pornographic content online (Lee, 2020). The pornographic content platforms are given the discretion to decide which tool they use for the purpose of age verification; the most common practice amongst platforms, as mentioned earlier, is the mass collection of copies of identification documents such as passports and ID cards or verification through credit cards. However, the implementation of age verification for online pornography is rare and there is a subsequent lack of research on its efficiency (Thurman et al., 2022). In the U.K., a similar regulation, the Online Safety Bill, is being discussed at the time of writing this paper. This proposed bill is especially detrimental to sex workers as it will essentially result in a ban on the advertisement of sexual services (and loss of income for sex workers), even though sex work is not illegal in the U.K.. Similar to the impact of FOSTA/SESTA, the Online Safety Bill will drive further de-platformisation of sex workers while also eroding broader privacy and anonymity online, because of the general monitoring obligations imposed by the bill that grants platforms with rights to surveil private conversations of users (Dazed, 2022; Prostitutes Collective, 2022). In 2017, the U.K. also tried to introduce mandatory age verification for porn websites which were scrapped due to the difficulty of effectively implementing such systems nationwide (Wired UK, 2019). Elsewhere, governments are collecting and processing highly sensitive data from sex workers by imposing mandatory registration of sex workers. In Germany, the so-called Prostitutes Protection Act (Prostituiertenschutzgesetz – ProstschG) came into force in 2017, making it a requirement for all providers of sexual and erotic services to personally register with designated authorities (Prostituiertenschutzgesetz, n.d.). This meant that sex workers who want to work legally have to hand over private data such as their address, contact details and real name, as well as go through regular compulsory health checks. ESWA, in collaboration with its member organisations, Hydra e.V. and the Professional Association Erotic and Sexual Services (BesD e.V.), published an analysis of this law and argued that mandatory registration was a danger to sex workers’ privacy. Furthermore, it would criminalise the vast majority of sex workers who would not be able to register due to privacy concerns or being undocumented (European Sex Workers Rights Alliance, 2017). Since then, the law’s impact has been monitored by sex workers in Germany, and estimates show that about 90% of sex workers in Germany are not registered, therefore working illegally (Welle, 2021).
To summarise, we can observe a clear upward trend in the amount of data collected from sex workers by governments and private actors that exploit the lack of adequate data protection regulations, specifically that focus on the needs and demands of sex workers and other marginalised communities. The conflation of sex work and trafficking enable destructive laws such as FOSTA/SESTA, increasing sex workers’ vulnerability to exploitation and pushing online platforms to collect more sensitive data from sex workers that presents real-life danger to their health and safety. Privacy is essential for anyone, valued by all, and is (imperfectly) protected by national and European Union laws. However, currently, the protections in place are regularly bypassed or ignored, and sex workers’ right to privacy is relentlessly undermined. The lack of privacy can be detrimental to other human rights, such as freedom of speech. However, the implications of lack of privacy are especially devastating for those who live and work in criminalised conditions where the already present threat of stigma, discrimination and violence is amplified.

In what follows, we will look at how sex workers perceive the concept of privacy, its meaning and value, as well as the impact of lack of privacy on their health, safety and general wellbeing.
To collect qualitative data for this research, ESWA organised two focus groups in April 2022, one in English and one in Russian, with the participation of 11 sex workers from seven countries in Europe and Central Asia. Participants were reached through the ESWA membership, and the selection criteria was based on migration experience, ethnicity and gender identity and expression. Out of 11 participants, four had migration experiences from non-Western countries. Regarding gender, four participants defined themselves as cis woman, another three as trans woman, two as non-binary and two as cis men. In total, six participants were racialised sex workers. Each focus group session lasted around 90 minutes, and participants were asked how they wished to be quoted.

ESWA utilised a pre-prepared semi-structured questionnaire during the focus group in order to reveal sex workers’ perception and understanding of concepts such as data and privacy, discuss the importance of data protection and the right to privacy, and identify sex workers’ needs and demands when it comes to protecting their privacy. Participants were also asked to identify the barriers to building privacy-enhancing strategies and accessing data protection rights and brainstorm how these barriers could be removed.

The focus group participants were located in:

- Sweden
- Germany
- Switzerland
- Greece
- The Netherlands
- Kyrgyzstan
- Turkey
3.1 Results and discussion from our focus groups with sex workers

‘You have zero privacy anyway. Get over it!’ With these words, Scott McNeally, the CEO of Sun Microsystems, an American computer company, infamously announced during an interview in 1999 that privacy was dead and people should not expect it any longer (Wired, 1999). Almost 10 years later, a similar claim was made by Mark Zuckerberg, the CEO of Meta. He argued that privacy was not a social norm anymore and people were not expecting or demanding it, a claim that he based on the increasing number of Facebook users who shared the details of their lives with their network on the platform. He elaborated: ‘People have really gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and different kinds but more openly and with more people.’ (Johnson & Vegas, 2010). Claims like these prove the previously mentioned point of Daniel Solove, and that privacy is still defined narrowly by many as ‘keeping secrets’.

Today these claims are still being made when civil rights organisations and activists criticise actions taken by governments and corporations that infringe on citizens’ right to privacy. When it comes to sex workers, the practices of uploading images and videos online and sharing their phone numbers in order to find clients and make a living are seen as indicators of a lack of expectation of privacy when challenging harmful laws and regulations that promote data collection. During ESWA’s advocacy work against the aforementioned proposed amendment 24b of the DSA, the supporters of the amendment as well as the media raised similar questions, asking why mandatory phone registration of sex workers is seen as problematic, even though many sex workers already share their work phone numbers on their online advertisements willingly. Should the fact that sex workers share their phone numbers and images online be taken as blanket consent for the collection of their data to create databases that corporations and governments could exploit? Do sex workers no longer care about their privacy? Through organising focus groups with sex workers, ESWA looked for answers to these questions and discussed further with sex workers their needs.

3.1.1 Community definitions of data and privacy and their place in sex workers’ lives

Sex workers in our focus groups were first asked questions regarding their understanding of the concept of data, as well as which data they considered sensitive and wished to protect from disclosing to others. Amongst our participants, ‘passport information’ such as name, date of birth and nationality were primarily mentioned as some of the most sensitive information. Other significantly sensitive information mentioned by all our participants was their place of residency and home addresses. This is unsurprising as such categories of information are what most data protection regulations primarily focus on.
On the other hand, some participants gave a more comprehensive account of what they considered sensitive information. For example, to J, a sex worker from the Netherlands, sensitive data could be ‘every step I take in life, every click I make on the computer. I am tracked everywhere, and this creates data as well. So, it is not only passport information, but it is also all data they collect about us that could be traced back to me’. Allie from Sweden made a similar point and argued that any tracking information could be sensitive, along with passport information and address. She also mentioned any information linking her to her family members as sensitive information. According to Marina from Kyrgyzstan, sensitive information could be ‘what the person used to do in their past and what they are doing right now’. Her definition of sensitive information included current and past information that could reveal her previous engagement with sex work. Even though she is not currently involved in sex work, any past data is still sensitive due to the intense sex work stigma in Kyrgyzstan, similar to many other countries throughout Europe and Central Asia, which can be life-threatening, as presented in the upcoming sections of this paper.

Throughout the focus group participants, the meaning and function of privacy varied, although for the majority of our participants, privacy was synonymous with safety. Privacy was valued as a protection measure from criminalisation, victimisation and stigma by institutions as well as individuals and had a key role in maintaining their mental health. For some participants, privacy was a tool to set boundaries with their clients, separate their work life from their private life, and manage multiple identities, which is crucial for sex workers’ safety. For Joanne from Greece, privacy was a ‘necessity’, and she needed it to be safe from unsolicited advances from individuals due to the objectification of sex workers as ‘easy women’ that might cause sexual harassment and sexual violence. This statement resonated strongly with Cassandra and Tania, two trans sex workers who had already experienced significant objectification and sexual harassment due to their trans identity and argued that revealing their sex work identity without their control would worsen the situation.

“Even when I was not a sex worker, I was already treated and labelled as a sex worker by almost everyone. So my thought was, like, I am already being treated as a sex worker, so I should be able to capitalise on this. Right? But of course, we also have private lives. When I am going to do sex work, of course, I put on makeup and good hair and everything because I am going to be doing work. But when I am just going to the supermarket, I just want to buy coffee and bananas, and the guy next to me is already like showing me his dick and trying to get something.”

Tania, The Netherlands
Some participants discussed the potential biases present in data collected from sex workers and how the conflation of sex work and trafficking is amplified by these biases, increasing the police surveillance of sex workers.

“Well, for them [the police], it is just data. But data is never neutral. I am really angry about what they think of our data. For instance, if someone is online 6-7 days a week for long hours, they instantly say, ‘See! This is a sign of trafficking’. But they never ever consult us to ask, ‘What do you think are signs of trafficking?’. For example, some sex workers work really hard for three months and then take three months off. Or others put themselves available on the platforms constantly, but it does not mean they are available and working non-stop. It is just a way to increase visibility and attract clients.”

J, the Netherlands

In addition to current problems arising from data collection, J also voiced concerns over the possible impact of data collection that happens today but might present a bigger danger in the future in the event of a change in political regime and a decline in democracy. All other participants shared J’s concerns.

“I think there is something we are taking for granted now, which is the current political climate. Like, the data that we are sharing, that I am sharing, right now, in this political climate, it may be safer for me to do so. But I do not know how these data would be received if there was like, you know, a fascist government. In that case, that data could be used against me. This is why I am very protective of my privacy. This is really important to me. Something that could be potentially used against me in the future if it is considered wrong or immoral, even more so than now.”

J, the Netherlands

As shown by these examples, sex workers greatly value their privacy as closely related to their safety. Even though some data is voluntarily uploaded online out of necessity (to be able to advertise their services and earn an income), sex workers try to be cautious, and a personal risk assessment is made according to the various needs of each sex worker. Moreover, some sex workers take extra measures and practice digital harm reduction to best protect their data and privacy. Such practices include the use of VPN (Virtual Private Network), privacy-enhancing browsers and communication tools, separate phone and sim cards for work and personal use, having different names, keeping their private and work personas as separate as possible and compiling GDPR and DMCA
requests to take down content. Similar findings were also produced by recent academic research (McDonald et al., 2021). Some participants especially drew attention to the importance of community organising and having links with sex worker-led organisations. Sex workers often develop and learn strategies to protect their privacy through peer education and engagement with the broader sex worker community. Although some tools and strategies exist for sex workers to try to protect themselves from data infringements and counter some threats to their safety, the criminalisation of sex work, harmful data collection practices and other factors still have negative impacts on sex workers’ privacy and access to data protection. We must now look at what happens when sex workers’ privacy is not protected to fully understand the importance of data collection and privacy for sex workers.

3.1.2 Implications of data leaks and loss of privacy for sex workers

In general, our focus group participants demonstrated a clear understanding of the concept of data and gave helpful explanations as to why data protection is an essential safeguard for exercising their right to privacy. In addition, the link between data protection and privacy was frequently made, and the ways lack of data protection and privacy impact sex workers’ health, safety and overall wellbeing were discussed extensively.

The importance of data protection in the lives of sex workers is quite significant due to sex work stigma and the criminalisation of sex work. This stigma makes sex workers more vulnerable to all types of human rights violations, including the right to privacy. In most cases, privacy violations result in traumatising and life-threatening situations for sex workers. For example, Marina from Kyrgyzstan said she was ‘terrified’ of her teenage children or neighbours finding out about her past engagement in sex work, which could be ‘catastrophic’ for her today due to sex work stigma. The danger increases for trans sex workers as they face enhanced stigma due to their trans identity, which is often either explicitly criminalised or heavily stigmatised. Anel, a trans sex worker also from Kyrgyzstan, explained how their lives could be in danger due to intense transphobia in the country if others found out about their gender identity and their involvement in sex work. Joanne from Greece emphasised the importance of safeguarding information such as her real name and address because she had ‘stalker clients’ in the past. A similar point was made by Wren from Germany, who said:

“I have multiple clients who have a history of hacking or, you know, are working in tech. Even once, one of them admitted to having found my last name online, but thankfully he had not realised that he had found a fake last name I used. So yeah, this is what I am most concerned with. I want to be safe.”

Wren Oscyth, Germany
The lack of privacy in sex workers' lives can also impact them financially. Some sex workers like Ally from Sweden mentioned that they had additional jobs alongside sex work, and they were worried about losing their jobs as well as any future job opportunities they might have due to the stigma of sex work. Sabri, a gay male sex worker from Turkey, made a similar point that demonstrated well how the disclosure of one’s sex work status could be detrimental to sex workers’ financial security:

“A year ago, I started working as a salesperson at a store of a well-known clothing brand, at the same time I was doing escorting. I had been an escort for 5-6 years when I started working at the store. I had to take this job because of the economic crisis in Turkey, and sex work alone was not bringing me enough money. Then one day, my landlord contacted me and told me to leave his flat and said that he knew I was doing sex work. He discovered it through the security cameras he got installed in the building. He threatened to go to the police. Then the word got out very quickly because where I lived was a very small city, and I ended up losing my job at the store also. It was both being a sex worker and being gay that was not acceptable. I was homeless for a while, and I had to move to another city.”

Sabri, Turkey

The potential consequences of losing privacy for sex workers can be extremely dangerous and even life-threatening. Sex workers often report being blackmailed by police and clients, who use the threat of criminal prosecution or outing to demand money or free sex. Such situations cause significant distress to sex workers who are left with no option but to comply with such threats. Marina from Kyrgyzstan compellingly explained how serious the consequences of being outed can be for sex workers:

“Last year, we had groups of young men going around saunas where sex workers worked, and they detained and filmed sex workers. We knew that some of them were also police officers. And these videos were then disseminated through social networks. And, you know, the images of sex workers with [their faces revealed] on social media, and this got across to their families. Eventually, some of the sex workers committed suicide. Some others were blackmailed. So basically, this shows that...
...we are not really protected by the state. Also previously, for example, when police conducted raids, they would film sex workers. And there is a separate TV show about, you know, like, all sorts of criminal affairs and the police actions, and they would stream those videos on that TV show. They would say things like ‘so these ‘night butterflies’ [a term used for sex workers] were caught selling sex and the police took them to the police station...’ and they were showing [the] faces of sex workers.”

Marina, Kyrgyzstan

As showcased by some of these examples from our focus groups, it is clear that privacy and data protection are two major defence mechanisms for sex workers against further stigmatisation and criminalisation which results in increased violence and invites other human rights violations. However, despite all their efforts, sex workers are not always able to protect their privacy due to certain barriers they face.

3.1.3 Barriers to data protection and privacy of sex workers

There are many factors inhibiting sex workers’ protection from data infringements and privacy violations, which directly translate into loss of online and offline safety, reduced income, increased criminalisation and risk of violence (including sexual violence), heightened stigma and the overall reduction of health and wellbeing.

Sex workers in our focus group expressed high levels of stress and concern about increased data collection by governments as well as private actors. Many shared that they had resigned themselves to expecting attacks on their privacy, especially exacerbated in recent years. Wren said that they had ‘given up’ on worrying for their privacy ‘to a certain extent’. However, this does not mean that sex workers do not care about or do not demand privacy anymore, as claimed by the corporate actors mentioned earlier. To Wren, this was a reaction stemming from daily attacks on their privacy, and the weariness that comes from constantly having to respond to emerging threats. They further elaborated: ‘it really feels as though everything is kind of stacked up against me. I mean, just the amount of cookie tracking and all of this, I am like, I cannot fucking deal with it anymore’.

Another important point Wren made was how difficult it is to navigate the complex and ‘inaccessible’ privacy-enhancing tools and other privacy strategies, especially due to their ADHD, which makes it hard for them to use such tools. For Tania, similar to Wren, coming to terms with a lack of privacy was a ‘protective response’. She argued: ‘you cannot actively worry about the repercussions of losing your privacy for so long without it really taking a serious toll on your
mental and physical health due to the stress it brings’. However, she also added: ‘I would love to have all the energy to keep fighting for my privacy though’, which indicates again that sex workers are not apathetic about their data and privacy, but have to make choices in their circumstances about their capacity to resist such stigma. J, who also found it difficult to try and protect her privacy actively, said:

“I also want to add that I am not going to give up even though it is a struggle [to protect one’s privacy]. The level of surveillance in the Netherlands with CCTV cameras and everything is really choking me. It is so heavy and really affects my mental health badly.”

J, the Netherlands

Some sex workers mentioned the lack of sufficient levels of digital literacy as a significant barrier to protecting their privacy. Others talked about how the complex nature of data flows and fragmented data protection rules in different parts of the world made it difficult to protect themselves. For example, Allie, who is a cam performer, explained:

“I need to be aware of not only the GDPR and other laws in Europe but also many others. When I file a DMCA request, that is American law. So I need to know not just the European privacy laws; I need to know the American ones, the Canadian ones, and the Australian ones. Because I work in English, that is mainly where my clients are. I have a little bit in India. But I need to know several different systems. Because every system has its own version of how to file a removal request, how to find the information and what you are able to do with it. And having to basically make a folder of all of that information and keeping up with the changes is also quite hard work, and it is a lot to remember.”

Allie, Sweden

Yet even for sex workers who had higher levels of digital literacy, other factors, such as the criminalisation of sex work, high prevalence of stigma, transphobia and being an (undocumented) migrant, were considered to be major barriers to accessing privacy-enhancing tools or national or regional data protection laws and regulations.
3.1.4 How can sex workers’ online privacy be better protected?

Lastly, we asked sex workers about their demands for the governments as well as private actors such as online platforms that can effectively address their needs and tackle the issues mentioned in the previous sections.

Sex workers need better protection from governments when protecting their data. Decriminalisation of sex work was frequently mentioned as an essential part of creating a sufficient data protection framework that addresses the main barriers that prevent sex workers from exercising their rights. The decriminalisation of sex work has been one of the main demands from sex workers globally; it is often praised for its potential to be a crucial first step in addressing various human rights violations sex workers face (Amnesty International, 2016; Global Network of Sex Work Projects, 2020; ILGA, 2019; UNAIDS, 2015). Similarly, to protect sex workers’ right to privacy, the decriminalisation of sex work plays an important role as it empowers sex workers to contact the police or take legal action in case of any rights violations without the fear of getting arrested and enjoying similar protections as other individuals.

“I do not want to sound like a broken record like the rest of the sex work community, but I need to refer to New Zealand and decriminalisation. That is what we need. The general decriminalisation [of sex work] can protect our privacy. Under decriminalisation, sex workers can determine their working conditions, that they are treated fairly, and that they are entitled to the same workplace protections and access to health care as other workplaces. They have the same labour rights as other workers and other occupations.”

Wren Oscyth, Germany

Moreover, additional occupational health and safety measures that help sex workers to maintain their privacy were crucial for some participants. Sex workers also called for the inclusion of sex workers in policymaking, especially in areas that have a direct impact on their lives, echoing one of the famous mottos adopted by sex workers’ rights organising, ‘Nothing about us, without us!’ Wren continued giving examples from New Zealand:

“In New Zealand, there have also been special health and safety, occupational safety and health guidelines that are set in place, just like in, I do not know, plumbing jobs, or...
...like, if you are working as a construction worker. And these regulations were not put in place by the government alone. They have worked together with New Zealand Prostitutes Collective and made this happen. On the other hand, I cannot sing praises completely for the New Zealand government and their decriminalisation system because they still have problems with the inclusion and protection of migrant sex workers. That is not a perfect model. But this idea that there can be health and safety regulations that also protect sex workers’ right to privacy, just in the same way that others have the right to privacy, is important.”

Wren Oscyth, Germany

In addition to calling for the decriminalisation of sex work, participants also wanted online platforms to stop harmful data collection practices for age verification. While sex workers understand and affirm the importance of age verification as well as making sure the online platforms are free from any form of exploitation, the method used for age verification (collecting copies of passports and IDs as well as biometric information) is strongly criticised because of the risks it carries. Our participants argued that all platforms should immediately start investing in developing alternative age and consent verification systems that would not require the mass collection and storing of sensitive information.

“All these platforms, they should not use the current way of identifying us. There are systems where you are the owner of your information. They do not need to store our faces, our passports, our real names, or our addresses. And I hope that this way of identifying someone without storing their sensitive information can be found.”

J, the Netherlands

Many participants in the focus groups also identified the lack of digital literacy as a significant barrier to privacy, especially for marginalised communities such as migrants, racialised and LGBTQI+ individuals and sex worker communities. It was mentioned that providing rights to individuals may not be enough to protect them if such protections cannot be understood and are not fully accessible.
Finally, the importance of collaborating with other human rights movements and organisations allies of sex workers to address some of the issues faced by the sex worker community was suggested. Benjamin from Switzerland explained:

“If we want to have protection for sex workers, including data protection, we need to cooperate with our allies. Because currently, they are at the table [with policymakers], not sex workers. We need to have a dialogue with our allies. [...] We need to insist that our allies do more. Because they are paid for being experts. And we are not paid for it. We can try to talk to them, to have meetings with them although this is a lot of work and we are not paid for this work. So there is a financial difference between us and our allies. This is a huge problem for me. But we need to overcome that in order to make sure that they are on our side.”

Benjamin Abt, Switzerland
Conclusion

Globally, data production and processing are steadily increasing due to technological advances and the dominant corporate business model based on the mass collection and processing of data to generate profit. While corporations are developing and using ever more intrusive tools that gather data, governments are enabling private businesses to continue harmful data collection practices. Moreover, countries are increasingly investing in acquiring surveillance technologies such as facial recognition tools, predominantly used in policing and public spaces, diminishing privacy and safer spaces for all. However, the harms caused by these developments are not impacting everyone equally. Due to structural problems such as racism, poverty, stigmatisation and criminalisation of sex work, sex workers are much more vulnerable to the consequences of datafication.

Privacy is of utmost importance for sex workers. It is a barrier that protects sex workers from being criminalised by the state and experiencing violence from the police and other individuals. However, the strategies that sex workers developed are failing due to intrusive data collection practices, and sex workers are finding themselves in difficult situations because of a lack of appropriate legal protections that threaten sex workers’ right to privacy. Our community consultation found that when sex workers lose privacy, they experience violence, blackmailing, stalking, and extortion from the police and other individuals. Some sex workers reported being alienated from their families and friends and left without support when they are outed, losing part of their support systems due to sex work stigma. In some cases, they lose their ‘day job’ and future work opportunities when their sex work status is revealed, severely impacting their financial wellbeing. In the worst cases, it was reported that some sex workers had taken their own lives because of the heavy toll of having their sex working identities revealed. For the sex workers in our focus groups, privacy means control over their personal data, setting personal and professional boundaries, and living and working more safely.

Sex workers’ right to privacy is under attack from various private and public institutions. In Europe and Central Asia, governments are rolling out ‘smart cities’ and ‘smart policing’ projects that utilise invasive surveillance technologies against sex workers, particularly migrant and racialised sex workers. Governments and tech companies use the conflation of sex work and trafficking to de-platform sex workers, and tech solutionism produces many AI-based anti-trafficking software that falsely claim to detect potential victims of trafficking, at the expense of the health and safety of sex workers.

While sex workers are deeply frustrated by the new emerging threats to their privacy and struggle to find ways to address the issues they experience, they still stress the importance of data protection and safeguarding their right to privacy.
Recommendations

For sex worker-led organisations:
- Prioritise community learning and peer education on privacy and data protection.

For service providers:
- Surrendering data should not be a precondition to access services. Enable anonymous access to service provision for the most marginalised sex workers.
- Data should only be collected if it is essential to maintain or improve the quality of the service.

For online platforms:
- Stop collecting the passports and IDs of sex workers for age verification purposes. Instead, invest in the development and adoption of safer age verification methods that do not rely on mass collection and processing of sensitive data. Minimise general data collection drastically.
- Adult sexual services platforms must collaborate with sex workers’ rights organisations and meaningfully engage with sex workers on their platforms in order to address sex workers’ concerns and unique needs.
- Platform design and policies must be based on ethical principles that prioritise consideration of the potential and actual impact on marginalised communities.

For policymakers and governments:
- Decriminalise sex work in order to address the barriers against sex workers’ access to justice, labour rights, right to privacy and data protection.
- Mass surveillance technologies are incompatible with fundamental human rights. Introduce a complete ban on facial recognition tools and practices by the police and border control agencies.
Recognise and respect sex workers’ knowledge that comes from their lived experiences by meaningfully including sex workers in policy and law-making processes.

Stop conflating trafficking with sex work. This conflation results in misguided policies that harm both sex workers and the victims of human trafficking.

Repeal FOSTA/SESTA and similar laws to reverse their negative impact on sex workers’ health, safety and general wellbeing.

When drafting data protection laws, adopt a more layered approach that especially focuses on the needs and demands of marginalised communities to provide them with adequate protection.

Tackle the problem of technological solutionism in policymaking. Structural issues such as human trafficking and gender-based violence, including image-based sexual violence, require long-term thinking and holistic approaches to be tackled.
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